Bullet Solutions in the United States for the Portugal Ventures Acceleration Program

In a year of intense challenges and great achievements, Bullet Solutions is now preparing to participate in the acceleration program sponsored by Portugal Ventures, between 1st and 11th of December of 2015.

The Acceleration Program of Portugal Ventures aims to support the growth of Portuguese start-ups by opening up the doors on a global level. Portugal Ventures has been creating accelerators in the major and most dynamic hubs of the world (San Francisco, Boston, Austin and Berlin), making the Portuguese ecosystem more dynamic and therefore more connected to the other international markets.

The participation on such program represents another important step towards the expansion and internationalization plan of Bullet Solutions.

Bullet Solutions will be initially in Boston, one of the most relevant scientific and university centers of the world, an environment in which Bullet Solutions has been active since its early days. In a second phase, the company will be on Silicon Valley (San Francisco), considered one of the major technological innovation parks in the world.

The acceleration program will include several networking sessions that will promote the exchange of experiences and know-how between the participants and the local community. Furthermore the program will consist on bilateral meetings in order to bring in new investors, partners and customers from the country.

It is expected that this interaction can contribute to the creation of a stronger contact network, allowing an easier identification of the main points to focus for the following steps as well as ensuring the adaptation of the products to the American market.

In addition to serving the purpose of bringing together the participating companies and the reference players currently operating in the US market, this will also serve as an important bridge with one of the most important and dynamic markets in the technology sector.

For more information, contact:

Hugo Braga
+351 22 609 96 12
hugo.braga@bulletsolutions.com